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Plan for today

▶ Course webpage: staff, policies, schedule.

▶ ML examples.

▶ ML math/coding background.

▶ ML setting and meta-algorithms.

▶ First ML technique: linear regression.
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What is machine learning?

Improving algorithms by fitting them to data.
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Application 1: image classification

▶ Birdwatcher takes photos of birds, organized by species.

▶ Goal: automatically recognize bird species in new photos.

Indigo bunting

▶ Why ML: variation in lighting, occlusions, morphology.
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Application 2: recommender system

▶ Netflix users watch movies and provide ratings.

▶ Goal: predict user’s rating of unwatched movie.

▶ (Real goal: keep users paying customers.)

▶ (Real effect: reinforce stereotypes found in the data?)COVER FE ATURE

COMPUTER 44

vector qi  R f, and each user u is associ-
ated with a vector pu  R f. For a given item 
i, the elements of qi measure the extent to 
which the item possesses those factors, 
positive or negative. For a given user u, 
the elements of pu measure the extent of 
interest the user has in items that are high 
on the corresponding factors, again, posi-
tive or negative. The resulting dot product,  
qi

T pu, captures the interaction between user 
u and item i—the user’s overall interest in 
the item’s characteristics. This approximates 
user u’s rating of item i, which is denoted by 
rui, leading to the estimate 

 
r̂ui  

= qi
T pu. (1) 

The major challenge is computing the map-
ping of each item and user to factor vectors 
qi, pu  R f. After the recommender system 
completes this mapping, it can easily esti-
mate the rating a user will give to any item 
by using Equation 1. 

Such a model is closely related to singular value decom-
position (SVD), a well-established technique for identifying 
latent semantic factors in information retrieval. Applying 
SVD in the collaborative filtering domain requires factoring 
the user-item rating matrix. This often raises difficulties 
due to the high portion of missing values caused by sparse-
ness in the user-item ratings matrix. Conventional SVD is 
undefined when knowledge about the matrix is incom-
plete. Moreover, carelessly addressing only the relatively 
few known entries is highly prone to overfitting. 

Earlier systems relied on imputation to fill in missing 
ratings and make the rating matrix dense.2 However, im-
putation can be very expensive as it significantly increases 
the amount of data. In addition, inaccurate imputation 
might distort the data considerably. Hence, more recent 
works3-6 suggested modeling directly the observed rat-
ings only, while avoiding overfitting through a regularized 
model. To learn the factor vectors (pu and qi), the system 
minimizes the regularized squared error on the set of 
known ratings: 

min
* *,q p ( , )u i

(rui  qi
Tpu)

2 + (|| qi ||
2 + || pu ||

2)  (2) 

Here,  is the set of the (u,i) pairs for which rui is known 
(the training set). 

The system learns the model by fitting the previously 
observed ratings. However, the goal is to generalize those 
previous ratings in a way that predicts future, unknown 
ratings. Thus, the system should avoid overfitting the 
observed data by regularizing the learned parameters, 
whose magnitudes are penalized. The constant  controls 

recommendation. These methods have become popular in 
recent years by combining good scalability with predictive 
accuracy. In addition, they offer much flexibility for model-
ing various real-life situations. 

Recommender systems rely on different types of 
input data, which are often placed in a matrix with one 
dimension representing users and the other dimension 
representing items of interest. The most convenient data 
is high-quality explicit feedback, which includes explicit 
input by users regarding their interest in products. For 
example, Netflix collects star ratings for movies, and TiVo 
users indicate their preferences for TV shows by pressing 
thumbs-up and thumbs-down buttons. We refer to explicit 
user feedback as ratings. Usually, explicit feedback com-
prises a sparse matrix, since any single user is likely to 
have rated only a small percentage of possible items. 

One strength of matrix factorization is that it allows 
incorporation of additional information. When explicit 
feedback is not available, recommender systems can infer 
user preferences using implicit feedback, which indirectly 
reflects opinion by observing user behavior including pur-
chase history, browsing history, search patterns, or even 
mouse movements. Implicit feedback usually denotes the 
presence or absence of an event, so it is typically repre-
sented by a densely filled matrix. 

A BASIC MATRIX FACTORIZATION MODEL 
Matrix factorization models map both users and items 

to a joint latent factor space of dimensionality f, such that 
user-item interactions are modeled as inner products in 
that space. Accordingly, each item i is associated with a 
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Figure 2. A simplified illustration of the latent factor approach, which 
characterizes both users and movies using two axes—male versus female 
and serious versus escapist. 

(Image credit: Koren, Bell, and Volinsky, 2009.)

▶ Why ML: easily adapt to and leverage movie attributes, viewer attributes, viewer
relationships, etc.
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Application 3: machine translation

▶ Linguists provide translations of all English language books into French,
sentence-by-sentence.

▶ Goal: translate any English sentence into French.

Note: the text-to-speech is via ML (recurrent networktransformer).

▶ Why ML? Not only avoid hard-coding many rules, but also capture idiom and
other nuances.
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Application 4: chess

▶ Chess enthusiasts construct a large corpus of chess games.
(Or: start with nothing, play random games!)

▶ Goal: Win chess games.

▶ Why ML? Avoid hard-coding evaluation; magically interpolate between observed
positions, as humans do.
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Math/coding background

Math.

▶ Linear algebra (e.g., null spaces; eigendecomposition; SVD. . . ).

▶ Basic probability and statistics (e.g., variance of a random variable).

▶ Multivariable calculus (e.g., gradient of ∥Aw − b∥2 wrt w).

▶ Basic proof writing (e.g., prove ATA is positive semi-definite).

Coding.

▶ python3. It’s slow, but often computation will be inside fast libraries.

▶ numpy, an easy-to-use numeric library.

▶ pytorch, a numeric library with gpu support, auto-differentiation, and deep
learning helpers.

My opinion. pytorch is one of the nicest libraries I’ve ever used, for anything. I
use it for much more than deep learning.
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python3, pytorch, numpy

>>> import numpy
>>> import torch

>>> 3 / 2
1.5
>>> 3 // 2
1

>>> A = torch.randn(5,5)
>>> b = torch.randn(5,1)
>>> x = torch.gels(b, A)[0]
>>> (A @ x = b).norm()
tensor(3.7985e=06)

See also: pytorch tutorial (lecture 9).
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pytorch on gpu is easy

>>> import torch

>>> A = torch.randn(5, 5)
>>> b = torch.randn(5)
>>> (A @ b).norm()
tensor(4.7746)

>>> device = torch.device("cuda:0")
>>> (A.to(device) @ b.to(device)).norm()
tensor(4.7746, device=’cuda:0’)

>>> (A.to(device) @ b).norm()
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

RuntimeError: Expected object of type
torch.cuda.FloatTensor but found type
torch.FloatTensor for argument #2 ’ vec ’

Note. Homeworks will be graded in a gpu-free container!
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Simplest setting: supervised learning

Supervised learning.

1. Receive training set ((xi, yi))
n
i=1, where

each xi is an input or covariate, and
each yi is a label or target.
(“Supervision”: something gives us the labels!)

2. Algorithmically choose a predictor f via the training set
so that f(x) ≈ y on future examples.

Other settings.

▶ Unsupervised learning: find structure in (xi)
n
i=1 (no labels!).

▶ Time series label of xi depends on (xi−1,xi−2, . . . ).

▶ Reinforcement learning: predictions/outputs affect future state
(e.g., driving a car).
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What are the difficulties?

Consider supervised learning (simplest setting):
learn f : X → Y from ((xi, yi))

n
i=1.

▶ How to encode data for the algorithm?

▶ How to clean/improve/augment data?

▶ How to choose structure/model for f?

▶ How to algorithmically fit f to data?

▶ How to ensure f does not overfit,
meaning it is good on future predictions, and not just on ((xi, yi))

n
i=1?
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“pytorch meta-algorithm”

1. Clean/augment data (lecture 10?).

2. Pick model/architecture (many lectures).

3. Pick a loss function measuring model fit to data (lectures 2-4, 6).

4. Run a gradient descent variant to fit model to data (many lectures).

5. Tweak 1-4 until training error is small.

6. Tweak 1-5, possibly reducing model complexity, until testing error is small
(lectures 4, 6, 13).

Is that all of ML?
No, but these days it’s much of it!
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What is “model/architecture choice”?

Should we use 1-nearest-neighbor or a 2-layer ReLU network?
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(From kaggle 2020 survey.)
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Linear regression — basic setup

1. Start from training data ((xi, yi))
n
i=1, with xi ∈ Rd and yi ∈ R.

2. Model is a linear predictor: pick w ∈ Rd with

xi 7→ wTxi =: ŷi ≈ yi.

3. Loss function ℓ is squared loss ℓsq (standard regression loss):

ℓsq(w
Txi, yi) =

1

2
(wTxi − yi)

2.

We will minimize the empirical risk (average loss over training examples):

R̂(w) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

ℓsq(w
Txi, yi) =

1

2n

n∑
i=1

(
wTxi − yi

)2

.

Convenient form using matrices:

R̂(w) =
1

2n
∥Xw − y∥2 where X :=


← xT

1 →
...

← xT
n →

 ∈ Rn×d.
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Linear regression — basic solver

3. Minimize the empirical risk

R̂(w) =
1

2n
∥Xw − y∥2 where X :=


← xT

1 →
...

← xT
n →

 ∈ Rn×d.

4. Basic method: gradient descent. Set w0 = 0, and thereafter

wi+1 := wi − η∇R̂(wi) = wi −
η

n
XT (Xwi − y) ,

where η is a learning rate (step size).

w = torch.zeros(d)
for i in range(niters):
w == eta * X.T @ (X @ w = y) / n
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Summary for today

▶ Course webpage: staff, policies, schedule.

▶ ML examples.

▶ ML math/coding background.

▶ ML setting and meta-algorithms.

▶ First ML technique: linear regression.
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(Appendix.)
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Supplemental reading

▶ Murphy: chapter 1.
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